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advocacy. Powell wants regional policymakers to respond to the flood of data on
global warming. Otherwise, he says, westerners will find themselves in a megadrought of
their own making.

acy of experience”—the principle he locates siderable extent, innate. Like many of the
at the heart of the Pirahã language and culture. beliefs the author held when he arrived in the
According to Everett, living and speaking for Amazon, generative grammar was soon questhe moment allows the tribe’s members to tioned and discarded because it had “little
enjoy each day as it comes, to avoid stress and enlightening to say about the Pirahã language.”
the burnouts that result from worrying about The “straight head,” as the Pirahãs term their
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coping with first-language and first-culture from the reexamination of some of its
ontemplate your life as it is now, the biases, as a Christian coming to terms with more cemented assumptions. Nonetheless,
things you hold most dear to you, dissipating faith, and as a foreigner in a com- although such health checks are good for the
family, and the beliefs and values you munity plotting to kill him. Despite a few field, they are often extremely tough on those
have adopted and hold true. What would your confusing aspects of the story (such as how who instigate them.
life become if you were to lose them all? the individual Pirahãs mentioned in the book
It is not clear for whom the second part of
Who might you be? These are questions interact with one another), the prose lures the the book was written. The discussions there
that Dan Everett faced in
are too simple and introducthe course of his fieldwork
tory for the practicing linguist
among the Pirahã people of
and probably too long and
the Amazonian jungle. Don’t
clamoring for the lay reader—
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Everett’s personal account of
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the language and life of the
ideas from linguistics (such
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as the concepts of tones and
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and allophones). To his merit,
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transcripts add credibility to
to the Pirahãs. Aiming to suchis argument.
ceed where other missionaries had failed, he reader with vivid and unexpected incidents
The book is fascinating. In part, that is
tried to master the famously difficult Pirahã that leave one pondering when the movie because Everett provides a personal glimpse
language (for which the tribe is notorious in might be coming out.
of a tribal people living in a remote jungle.
linguistics circles) and to break their recalciThe second part focuses on the linguistic More important, we see the world of the
trant rigidity toward alien faiths. In a twist of aspects of Everett’s Amazonian experiences Pirahãs through the lens of a unique source:
fate, Everett lost all: God, wife, and even lin- (primarily on the Pirahã language and, more someone whose own world is turned upside
guistic ideology. The Pirahãs left him stripped generally, on the author’s own ideas). The down and who possesses an inquisitive and
of these but, in return, provided their own take author trained within the generativist school, adventurous mind that is, at times, very much
on life. They taught him about the “immedi- founded by Noam Chomsky, that has largely in conflict with itself. In addition, Don’t Sleep,
dominated the linguistics arena over the past There Are Snakes may serve to bring the furor
50 years. Generativists endorse the idea of an of linguistics and language research to readers
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innate universal grammar and propose that who would otherwise never catch sight of it.
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